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March 8th we boarded a train in Brockville, bound for Toronto.

includes two doctors, a part-time preventive care nurse, and
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two full-time and two part-time secretaries. A resident often

a little shopping, and perhaps we could even learn something new.

works with us as well.
Like many clinics, our providers and staff worked long hours
trying to meet the patients’ needs, yet we never seemed to get
ahead. Dr. Mary Naciuk, our team’s physician, works four days

We took our seats in the back row of the conference room the
next morning with few expectations. After all, we had heard it all
before — how could this be any different?
By the first coffee break, though, my interest was piqued.

a week and has a roster of more than 1,200 patients; she also sees

And by the afternoon, it was all starting to make sense — giving

400 non-rostered patients. She was exhausted, there were few
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appointments available when patients needed them and patients
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found it nearly impossible to get through on the phone. Short
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fuses on both sides of the desk flared up regularly. No one’s needs

train, we were so excited — we could do this!

were being well met.

The first thing to tackle was our appointment scheduling.

In January 2011, our team — Dr. Naciuk, Ann Richardson

Patients in need of urgent care could only be accommodated

(secretary), Shelley Cole (secretary) and I — began participating

if someone else cancelled; it was a pretty haphazard system.

in Wave 2’s Advanced Access and Efficiency initiative. We would

We needed to open up space for emergencies and same-day visits.

With the help of our Quality Improvement Coach, Liz Jackson,

appointments until just 2 p.m. during her first week back, so that

we started tracking data, looking at our demand for and supply

we can still accommodate same-day requests.

of appointments. We soon saw that our busiest days were

All these changes have made a huge difference. We are so

Tuesdays and Wednesdays. Knowing this allowed us to pre-book

much more efficient, and both staff and patients’ stress levels

fewer appointments on those days and create more appointment

have dropped. We are sending fewer people to the hospital, and

slots to meet our daily demand for appointments.

most of those who do go, are there for issues that can’t be

The next piece of the puzzle was efficiency. Front office staff
began standardizing and prepping the examination rooms, so

resolved here, like chest pains or fractures.
Our participation in this initiative ended in October, but we

that Dr. Naciuk had everything she needed before a patient

have been sustaining — and improving on — our gains ever

arrived. Stamps were entered into charts, appointment notations

since. No shows are still a problem, but we are testing new ideas

were made and requisitions were all ready to go. As well, every

and finding a solution together. Each month, our team compares

morning now begins with a team huddle to discuss the day sheet,

notes and looks at how we continue on our quality improvement

and what lies ahead. The 45-minute mark of every hour is left

journey. We have learned new ways of working together, and have

open for emergencies and catch-up, and staff can have a mini-

educated our patients too. It hasn’t always been easy, but we have

huddle with Dr. Naciuk if needed. This means there is no leftover

become so much more productive.

work at the end of the day.
There are challenges, of course. When Dr. Naciuk is away,

I feel so empowered, so much happier at work. It’s been a
180-degree turnaround for me — this really can work!

things can get pretty backed up. We have learned to book
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Questions? Contact us at: learningcommunityinfo@hqontario.ca or 1-877-794-7447, ext. 201.
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